FEATURE

Shortening the Diagnostic Odyssey through
Chromosomal Sequencing Analysis
The typical rare disease patient in the United States waits eight years to receive a legitimate diagnosis.1 Across this
“diagnostic odyssey,” patients and families shuttle from one specialist to another and are often subjected to invasive
procedures. This period of prolonged suffering impedes the search for answers, consuming valuable time and resources
in the process.
Though this situation is devastating for a person of any age, it’s
especially difficult to see children suffering from a disease that
doctors are unable to recognize, let alone treat. And yet, children
make up approximately half of all people affected by rare diseases
-- in the US alone, this equates to 15 million kids. 2
While zeroing in on a diagnosis for these children doesn’t always
mean they can be cured, it does often mean that they can find
some form of effective treatment, relief, or support that wasn’t
available to them before. This knowledge can bring meaningful
comfort and closure to both children and parents, as well as
empower parents to make informed reproductive choices in the
future.
Recent years have seen massive improvements to technology and
medical knowledge that enable genetics professionals to identify
the basis of rare diseases on a routine basis. At Fulgent, we aim to
further narrow the gap between the appearance of symptoms and the arrival of a diagnosis by offering a novel
comprehensive genetic testing option designed for the evaluation of children with intellectual disability, congenital
abnormalities, and other signs consistent with a genetic syndrome. Our Chromosomal Sequencing Analysis maximizes
both diagnostic yield and clinical efficiency by integrating multiple tests into one package.
We know that 80 percent of rare diseases are genetic. Currently, the standard first step in evaluating an unknown
genetic disorder in a child is to perform a chromosomal microarray (CMA) to determine if the child’s DNA contains extra
or missing segments which could result in disease. But CMA analysis only provides a diagnosis about 12 percent of the
time.3 For the other 88 percent, the next steps can be uncertain, stepwise, and clunky. Should a different genetic test
be ordered? If so, which one? If that one returns negative results, what next? We think that in these situations, providing
an easier and more thorough testing option is the least that clinicians and scientists can do.
Our Chromosomal Sequencing Analysis detects large copy number variants as well as uniparental disomy, exon-level
deletions and duplications, repeat expansions such as Fragile X, and sequence variants all in one test -- with results on a
single report. Fulgent does this by using whole exome sequencing rather than CMA to detect copy number variants,
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meaning that we can identify a much broader range of
potential genetic causes while only performing a single test
through Next Generation Sequencing. In the words of
Fulgent’s lab director Sam Strom, “you shouldn’t have to
do both CMA and sequencing analysis when our
technology can do two in one.”
CSA is not only valuable because of its efficiency, however.
Recent research out of Rady Children’s Hospital and
colleagues found that a child is more than eight times more
likely to receive a diagnosis through sequencing as they are
through CMA.4 In their research review, which covered
20,068 children and seven years’ worth of published data,
they also found that sequencing has much greater clinical utility than does CMA, resulting in more changes to the
management of a child’s disease. Thus, sequencing leads not only to a greater number of results, but also to more
actionable ones.
When Fulgent receives an order for Chromosomal
Sequencing Analysis, we first review the accompanying
clinical notes to determine a gene list. In this, we take a
broad approach, choosing to look at any genes that
have even a modest possibility of being related to the
patient’s symptoms. After sequencing, our highly
sensitive internal ranking algorithm determines potential
pathogenic variants, and our team of PhD curation
scientists and genetic counselors complete the reporting
process. Currently, our overall positive rate for CSA is
around 40 percent.5 Our customers have said that with
CSA, they “feel confident that we’re getting exome
analysis with array information as well,” which enables
them to give more diagnoses to their patients with
fewer steps along the way.
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We still can’t provide answers all of the time, even though we’d like to. But what we can do is continually improve our
processes in the search for better and more accurate diagnoses. With CSA, you get wide-ranging results from a single
specimen, a single requisition, a single lab, and a single report. And like everything we do at Fulgent, CSA is highly
flexible and can be customized to fit each patient’s needs. We strive to make the diagnostic odyssey obsolete.
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